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The data acquisition system for functional clinical researches.
George Allen, Valery Zagursl<y
Institute of Electronics and Computer Science of Latvian Academy of Sciences,l4. Dzerbenes str.,
LV- 1006, Riga, Latvia.

Abstract: Distributed data acquisition system is
proposed. It provides parallel and simultaneous
registration of input voltage analog signals. This system
has high accuracy of measurements and productivity in

sampling and transmission comparing with known

- the system can process 64 channels simultaneously,
that increase of measurements precision from point of
discretization view ;

- taking into account parallel work, the rate of

measurements is increased;
- comparing this systems

with [] we can see that this
system has more simple construction and transmission

analogs.

INTRODUCTION.

hardware;
- has high accuracy and noise immunity;

Processes may be of different nature: for instance, we
may be interest in brain biopotencials, heart work or IC
features. To obtain full picture it is necessary to process
tens and hundreds of thousands measurements, that may
be performed only using computer. Special data
acquisition system (DAQ) is needed with following analog
- to - digital conversion (ADC). This system is a
distributed system where transmitter and receiver are
remote hundred meters. Such systems, for example, are
described in [,2]. In particular, considering system,
described in [] one can deduce, that our system has
following advantages:
SHA

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system consists of transmitter, receiver, connection
cable. This transmitter (see figure l.) has 64 identical
voltage to time interval converters. The control logic
simultaneously enters the control pulse SAMPLE into all
64 input channels, that provides fixing momental value
(obtained from sensors). After selecting

first channel

by

analog multiplexes dual slope conversion process takes
place and comparator output has the time interval Tr . The
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Figure
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Scheme diagram of the transmitter.

dual slope converter is therefore a Voltage

- to -

Time entrance of this counting pulses stopped when STOP signal
is given. As a result, counter holds number of pulses ,
Using ryfD converter we obtain some advantages. entered summing input, being limited by given maximum
Conversion accuracy is independent of the clock period number of clock pulses - 16384. The digit information
and integrating capacitance. Theoretical accuracy depends which held in counter is proportional to time interval. In
only on the absolute value of the reference and clock other words, this is an output code. Having obtained
stability. Even changes in other components such as the parallel data they are rewritten to the parallel register. The
comparator input offset voltage, have no effect as soon as register shown in Figure 2. makes direct connection to
most microprocessor buses possible. The conversions
they are not changed during conversion.
Digital circuits substitutes time interval T r by two short results like any I/O, may be interfaced to microprocessors
pulses, called START and STOP which define starting and by several methods. This include direct memory access
finishing moments of time interval T1 . Time interval Tr is (DMA), isolated or accumulator IlO, and memory
delayed by 40 nS for obtaining blank between 64 time mapped VO. We choice DMA - the fastest from them,
intervals, passing sequentially through cable. The format since conversions occur automatically and data updates
of transmitted information you can seen figure 3. Our into memory are transparent to the processor. Parallel
qystem used cable with a length up to 200 m., what is code in the register is read by @MA) board (Metra By'te
possible owing to low level of noise.
PDMA - 32) and stored in the memory of a personal
In receiver (figure 2.), having obtained START pulse computer (BM compatible).
from clock oscillator pulses begin passing to counter. The
converter (V/T).
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Figure 2. Simple block-scheme of the receiver.
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Figure 3. Timing diagram of the sampling period.

bit digital transmission format with high

HARDWARE

In general, the transmitted block consist of 16 similar

in each. A small block in receiver
is a pulse synchronization which pass only full period of
pulses. Describe more detail some circuits.
sections by 4 channels

The 4D684 is a monolithic guard sample-and-hold
amplifier (SHA). The 4D684 is ideal for high

performance, multichannel data acquisition system. Each
SHA channel is comply with an internal hold capacitor.

The AD684 an ideal for high speed l2-and-14-bit
ADCs.The ADG20lA device comprising four

speed provided
data acquisition with a very low level of noise.
Proposed system has a usefi,il feature, tlnt a using
different kind of sensors and software possible to obtain
some parameters of human vital. For instance, may be able to
diagnose the vibration characteristics of ventricle wall, which
depend on the dysfunction of the heart muscle.
Use 64 sensors we can obtain full picture cover a
certain area owing to parallel collection. The selected and
other's PC - based approach allows the greatest flexibility
in developing the software procedures tailored for specific

application.

independently selectable switches.

The MAX - 934 is a four independent channel
comparators.
The MADI000 silicon delay line providing 5nS to

500

nS delays. The circuits is designed to reproduce
and trailing edges with equal

precision.

leading

RESIJLTS
of

The system can use to waluate the clinicål featues
body surface map measurements, blood pressure, ECG and
etc. The most significance feature of developed device is a
possibility to increase number of channels (up
without any remaking in basic structure.

to

128)

DISCUSSION

A parallel 64 -

channel distributed measurement

system is presented in document which may be used in
multichannel bioelectric measurements. The use of a 14

74

CONCLUSION
This wo* has been discussed. It has been concluded that
the data acquisition system based on dual slope conversion
method and analog - digital conversion is usefi.rl for research
of human health- The erperimental method proposed here
may be applied to clinical use as a new evaluation, which
gfves possibility to co ect data by 64 charmel sirnultaneously

per

194.52 pS with la

digial

accuracy.
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